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Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories
for your E-Class
28
The E-Class is pure Mercedes-Benz. Cool composure, dynamic
performance and exclusive comfort are natural attributes of a vehicle
concept which has, for many years, defined new standards above
and beyond its class.
We want you to be absolutely satisfied with your car.
That’s the golden rule when it comes to developing Mercedes-Benz
genuine accessories. Our diverse range of products
is designed to help you adapt your E-Class to your own personal
needs and your own individual style.
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There are dazzling items to be found even in the “BASE” section:
chromed highlights such as the exterior mirror housings or door
handle recesses, together with our ıncenıo designer wheels,
ensure a sparkling entrance.
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The inner qualities can be discovered in the “INSIDE” section.
While the “TOP” section features a range of muscular products
for your various transport needs.
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High-sheen chromed exterior mirror housings [ p 11] | 2

Chrome-look indicators [ p 11] | 3

Mekbuda ıncenıo designer wheels [ p 7]
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High-sheen chromed door handle recesses [ p 11] | 5

Side trim strips [ p 11]

base

Minelauva | 7-spoke wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8.5 J x 17 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /45 R17

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt
A 211 401 0370 and the corresponding
rim lock B6 647 0144.

Mercedes-Benz designer wheels

6/ 7

ıncenıo designer wheels from Mercedes-Benz are always
individually tailored to the specific characteristics of a vehicle
model. The light-alloy wheels shown here combine optimum safety
with spellbinding design, interpreting your E-Class in wide variety
of ways.
Rediscover your E-Class’s sporty nature – with ıncenıo 18-inch
5-spoke wheels. Or underline its elegance with Markab, the
distinctive multi-piece, multi-spoke wheel pictured on page 8.
ıncenıo – high-tech design at its most alluring.

Megrez | 7-spoke wheel

Mekbuda | 5-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

Wheel: 8 J x 16 ET 36 | Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18

base

Mercedes-Benz designer wheels

Markab | Multi-spoke wheel, multi-piece

Vela | 6-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 7 J x 16 ET 33 | Tire: 205 /60 R16

Wheel: 8.5 J x 17 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /45 R17

| available for Sedan only |

[1]

[2]

[3]

Hub caps
Protect the hub from dirt.
Available in the following versions:
[1] Classic Roadster design in blue [2] Sterling silver with chrome star [3] Titanium silver with chrome star
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Mebsuta | 5-twin-spoke wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: titanium silver
Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42 | Tire: 225 / 55 R16
Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /45 R17

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt
A 211 401 0370 and the corresponding
rim lock B6 647 0144.

base

Mercedes-Benz designer wheels

Fidis | 6-hole wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42 | Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Tarazed | 9-spoke wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt
A 211 401 0370 and the corresponding
rim lock B6 647 0144.

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /45 R17

Alresha | Multi-spoke exclusive forged wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: high-sheen polish
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 30 | Tire: 245 /40 R18

* not for 4Matic

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 /35 R18*

Side trim strips
Designed to provide visual emphasis. Anodised.
4 - piece set | available for Sedan only |
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High-sheen chromed
door handle recesses

High-sheen chromed
exterior mirror housing

Round off your E-Class’ chrome finish
and protect the paintwork from scratches.
Available as a 4-piece or 2-piece set

The high-sheen chromed mirror housings
are a particularly distinctive part of the chrome
finish concept for the E-Class

Chrome-look indicators

Rear spoiler, 3-piece

Mirrored indicator bulbs, rounding off
the chrome finish of your E-Class
to perfection | standard equipment
pictured opposite |

Designed to add an individual, dynamic touch.
Supplied primed. Can be painted in colour
of customer’s choice | available for Sedan |

base

Mercedes-Benz light-alloy wheels
Standard and optional

11-spoke wheel

5-twin-spoke wheel

7-spoke wheel

Rucha | 5-spoke wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: burnished

Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42
Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42
Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Wheel: 7 J x 16 ET 33
Tire: 205 /60 R16

Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42
Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 38
Tire: 245 /45 R17

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 38
Tire: 245 /45 R17
| also available in sterling
silver |

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 7.5 J x 16 ET 42
Tire: 225 / 55 R16

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 38
Tire: 245 /45 R17

On all light-alloy wheels,
use wheel bolt A 211 401 0370
and the corresponding rim lock
B6 647 0144.

Valve caps

Rim locks
Set consisting of coded key
and 1 lock per wheel
Wheel bolts | not pictured |

Ankaa | 5-twin-spoke
wheel
Finish: burnished
Wheel: 8 J x 16 ET 36
Tire: 225 / 55 R16
Wheel: 8.5 J x 17 ET 38
Tire: 245 /45 R17
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10-twin-spoke wheel

Mud flaps

Finish: titanium silver, burnished

Protect the underbody and the sides
of the car from loose chippings and dirt.
For front and rear axles

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /40 R18
Option for rear axle: Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18 (not for 4Matic)

base

1

1

Wood /leather steering wheel [ p 16 ] | For model years 2006 or previous. See dealer for details | 2

iPod® Interface Kit [ p 19]
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2

inside

Are you someone who likes to be surrounded by home comforts?
Then you’ll find the Mercedes-Benz E-Class decidedly
accommodating. And the genuine accessories shown here offer you
a whole range of extras to choose from.
How does the wood /leather steering wheel below grab you?
The select varieties of wood it features turn your E-Class into an
unmistakable one-off.
And if it’s not just the feel and the look that’s important to you
but the sound too, you’re sure to be interested in a CD changer or
a kit for incorporating your iPod.
The E-Class is a vehicle with a wide sensory appeal.

Wood /leather steering wheel

Illuminated door sill panel

Wood: bird’s-eye maple | Leather: black

High-quality, single-piece door sill panel made from brushed stainless steel.
The blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz lettering is activated every time you
open the door to get in or out. Available as set of 2 for front doors or as set
of 4 for all doors

The wood /leather steering wheels are available in
various colours and woods to match the interior
For model years 2006 or previous. See dealer for details
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Back cushion

Multi-purpose rear seat protector

Vario bag

Ergonomic, individually adjustable cushion,
designed to support the back on long journeys.
Available in anthracite

This cover, made from high-quality synthetic
leather, is designed to protect the rear bench
seat and the rear floor area
*not exactly as shown

Plenty of extra stowage space for the
really important things in life

[1]

“Angel & Driver” fabric (not pictured)

[ 2]

[3]

All Season mats, velour mats

Seat covers

Durable, hardwearing materials. Available in various
colours to match the interior. Can be clip-fastened to
the floor of the vehicle to prevent slipping

Rear Seat, easy-care polyester fabric, available in black [1] or tan [2]
Sheepskin seat covers for front seats [3] available in black, tan or grey

inside

Fixed sunblinds
black | Available for the rear side windows and
rear window plus the 3rd side windows (Wagon)
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Cleanbag
The ideal way to keep the interior clean
when you’re on the move: the “Cleanbag”
is simply attached to the net in the front
passenger footwell or to the ruffled pockets
on the back of the front seats

[B]

Coat hanger
Robust coat hanger made of chromed metal and plastic.
Easy to fit to the front head restraints. The ideal way
to transport items of clothing without creasing them

Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth® telephone module
Provides a wireless connection between your mobile phone and your Mercedes-Benz hands-free system. It couldn’t be more convenient –
simply leave your mobile in your jacket pocket. [ B ] | compatible with most Bluetooth mobile phones | cellular telephone preparation
required, please see dealer for details.

inside

It’s easy to control your iPod
via the multifunction steering wheel:
Select the iPod menu and scroll through
the options
Adjust the volume, playback
Display current artist /title

Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit*
It’s never been easier to take your favourite music with you when you’re on the move. The Mercedes-Benz Interface
Kit provides an elegant and functional way to integrate your iPod into your E-Class’s audio system. The iPod is
connected to the system inside the glove compartment, where it is hidden from prying eyes. While you’re on the
move, you can scroll through the playlists, select songs and adjust the playback volume using the buttons on the
multifunction steering wheel. Your iPod’s battery is also recharged. The current status of your iPod appears in the
central driver’s display, helping you to keep your attention focused on the traffic.
* The iPod Interface Kit and
the iPod holder are compatible
with the following models:

iPod (from 3rd generation), iPod video,
iPod photo, iPod U2

iPod (from 3rd generation)
iPod video
iPod photo
iPod U2
iPod mini
iPod nano

iPod mini

iPod nano

iPod holder*
Black plastic holder for the glove compartment. Holds
your iPod in place. Soft, flock surface protects the
player from scratches and prevents it sliding around
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Box behind rear seat
The stowage box – which can be
accessed via the passenger
compartment or via the trunk – offers
space for objects such as umbrellas
and bags | available for Sedan |

Leanbag for trunk
With its space-saving design, the Leanbag, made from
Catania synthetic leather, is precisely tailored to the
E-Class. It has a sturdy spring steel frame. It can be
attached in place in the trunk using Velcro strips and
hooks | can only be fitted in conjunction with the
load-securing kit |

Drawer for below parcel shelf
The drawer keeps smaller objects out of
sight and protects them from sunlight and
dust | available for Sedan |

top

2

1

1

Alustyle basic carrier bars [ p 24] | 2

Mercedes-Benz roof box L [ p 25] | 3

Rear spoiler, 3-piece
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3

top

Travelling in an E-Class is such an enjoyable experience
that it’s easy to forget that this is a vehicle that can really
take the strain. We have put together a whole series of genuine
accessories, designed to play a variety of dependable supporting
roles when it comes to transportation.
But that’s not all. Our roof-mounted carrier system, for example,
is not just the end result of extensive tests in our safety
labo ratory. It is also a highly aerodynamic development,
precision-tailored to the contours of the E-Class.
Mercedes is, after all, Mercedes.

New Alustyle basic carrier bars
| for roof rails on Wagon |

Alustyle basic carrier bars
| for Sedan | The Alustyle system opens up a wealth of flexible options when it comes to transporting
sports equipment and luggage. Simply combine the Alustyle basic carrier bars with a variety of different
roof-mounted carriers. The basic carrier bars are precisely tailored to the body of your E-Class, ensuring
the highest degree of safety and optimum aerodynamics

Transport and stowage bag
Robust bag, made from a high-quality nylon
fabric. Protects the basic carrier bars and
makes it easier to transport them

[A]

[B]
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[1]

Mercedes-Benz roof boxes
Elegant, aerodynamic design, made for your Mercedes-Benz.
High-quality, extremely durable material. Available
in two colours: titanium metallic [A] and matt silver [ B ]
[1] Mercedes-Benz roof box L
| family box | Capacity: approx. 450 litres. Available with
opening on right or left. Optionally available accessories:
luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |

[2]

[3]

[2] Mercedes-Benz roof box M
| sports box | Capacity: approx. 330 litres. Available with
opening on right or left. Optionally available accessories:
luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |
[3] Mercedes-Benz roof box S
| weekend box | Capacity: approx. 400 litres.
Available with opening on right or left

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box M |

Ski rack insert

Four bags, designed for the space available in the roof box
L. Made from hardwearing, water-repellent polyester. Plus
two matching ski bags, to hold max. two pairs of skis.
Ski bag also available separately

Four bags made from hardwearing,
water-repellent polyester. Tailored to
the dimensions of the roof box M

A secure hold for up to five pairs of skis
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L, above |
and up to three pairs of skis | for
Mercedes-Benz roof box M, not pictured |

top

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack
“Comfort”
For up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
Lockable. Practical pull-out function makes
loading and unloading easier [ A]
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New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack
“Standard”
For up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards.
Lockable

Ski bag for the interior
For up to two pairs of skis. With carrying straps
and elasticated straps for attaching to load-securing
rings in the load compartment

top

Coil lock
Designed to prevent theft.
Available as an option for the bicycle rack

Mountain Bike
High-end Mountain Bike, offering supreme roadholding and
optimum climbing ability. Shimano Deore LX Dual Control
gears and hydraulic disc brake, Suspa oil /elastomer
damping. Mercedes-Benz carrier available as an option

The convenient design of the Mercedes-Benz bicycle rack allows
the cycle to be attached at ground level. The cycle is simply mounted
on the rail alongside the vehicle and both are then fitted to the
basic carrier bars

Fitness Bike, Sport | above left |
Fitness Bike, Comfort | above right |
These sporty and elegant Fitness Bikes, with their exclusive Mercedes-Benz design, are
suitable for everyday all-round use and for touring. Extremely robust, trekking-design
aluminium frame, RST suspension fork, Shimano Deore gears and disc brake
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New Alustyle bicycle rack
Up to four bicycle racks can be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one bicycle
with a max. frame diameter of 98 mm (tubular frames) or 110 x 70 mm (oval frames). The support frame
folds down when not in use, reducing drag when travelling without cycles. The cycles can either be attached
to the rack once it has been fitted to the roof or before it is fitted | also pictured above left |

top

Reversible mat with load sill protection
This reversible mat features high-quality velour on one side and
non-slip rubber on the other. It not only protects the original floor
of the load compartment from dirt but also protects the load sill
from scratches (not pictured) | available for Wagon |

Luggage net,
load sill /rear bench seat
Non-slip stowage space
for small objects
| available for Wagon |

Non-slip mat

Tie-down strap

black | Designed
to prevent objects
from sliding around

Even heavy objects
can be secured in place
easily using this strap
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Shallow trunk tray

Deep trunk tray

Dividers

Non-slip, suitable for transporting foodstuffs,
precision fit

The hygienic way to transport objects
in the trunk/load compartment.
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs

Three steel mesh dividing elements
which can be combined
| available for Wagon |

Luggage-securing feature

Luggage nets

Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage
which slides around in the trunk. Attaches
securely around the object in question thanks
to Velcro fastening | available for Sedan |

Available for the floor or side of the
trunk/load compartment and the load sill.
Prevent lightweight objects from
sliding around during your journey

top
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2

1

18" AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style III | 2

AMG front apron
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amg

[A]

[A] 18" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style VI
AMG light-alloy wheel
two-tone, burnished
Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18

18" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III
AMG light-alloy wheel | titanium
| pictured on previous page |
Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 38 | Tire: 245 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18
AMG bodystyling

AMG rear silencer, oval

For a thoroughly sporty, dynamic look,
with front apron, side skirts, rear apron and
spoiler lip

The chromed four-pipe AMG tailpipes ensure
a stunning look and a discreet, sporty sound

/35
34
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[B]

[C]

[D]

[E]

[B] 18" AMG multi-spoke wheel | Style V

[C] 19" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

[D] 18" AMG twin-spoke wheel | Style IV

AMG light-alloy wheel | burnished

AMG light-alloy wheel | high-sheen rim flange

AMG light-alloy wheel | sterling silver

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 30 | Tire: 245 /40 R18

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 34 | Tire: 245 / 35 R19

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 30 | Tire: 245 /40 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 18 ET 33 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18†

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 31 | Tire: 275 / 30 R19†

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18†

[C] 18" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

[E] 19" AMG twin-spoke wheel,
multi-piece | Style IV

AMG light-alloy wheel | sterling silver
(picture shows similar product)

AMG light-alloy wheel | sterling silver or titanium grey

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 30 | Tire: 245 /40 R18

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 30 | Tire: 245 / 35 R19

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9 J x 18 ET 39 | Tire: 265 / 35 R18†

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 31 | Tire: 275 / 30 R19†

AMG floor mats
Embroidered with AMG lettering
| not pictured |

AMG door sill panel, illuminated
Brushed stainless steel
AMG door sill panel, not illuminated
Chrome-effect | not pictured |

†

not applicable for 4Matic vehicles

amg

base
ıncenıo designer wheels:
B6 647 4244
B6 647 1733
B6 647 4315
B6 647 4358
B6 647 1831
B6 647 4362
B6 647 4361
B6 647 1852
B6 647 1911

Alresha | Multi-spoke exclusive forged wheel | 18"
Fidis | 6-hole wheel | 16"
Markab | Multi-spoke wheel, multi-piece | 17"
Mebsuta | 5-twin-spoke wheel | 16"
Megrez | 7-spoke wheel | 16"
Mekbuda | 5-spoke wheel | 18"
Minelauva | 7-spoke wheel | 17"
Tarazed | 9-spoke wheel | 17"
Vela | 6-spoke wheel | 16" (available for Sedan only)

10
10
8
9
7
7
6
10
8

B6 647 1916
B6 647 4354
B6 647 4331
B6 647 4356
B6 647 2157
B6 647 4126

Light-alloy wheels:
5-twin-spoke wheel | 16"
7-spoke wheel | 16"
10-twin-spoke wheel | 18"
11-spoke wheel | 16"
Ankaa | 5-twin-spoke wheel | 17"
Rucha | 5-spoke wheel | 17"

12
12
13
12
12
12

B6 680 0040
BQ 672 0001
B6 688 1219
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0202
B6 652 8217
B6 652 8216
B6 652 8218

Chrome-look indicators
High-sheen chromed door handle recesses (set of 4)
High-sheen chromed exterior mirror housings
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue)
Hub caps (sterling silver with chrome star)
Hub caps (titanium silver with chrome star)
Mud flaps (front set) Not for AMG or Sport Models
Mud flaps (rear set, for Wagon) Not for AMG or Sport Models
Mud flaps (rear set, for Sedan) Not for AMG or Sport Models

11
11
11
8
8
8
13
13
13

B6 688 3000
B6 647 0144
B6 688 1218
B6 647 2001
A 211 401 0370

Rear spoiler (primed, for Sedan)
Rim locks
Side trim strips
Valve caps
Wheel bolts

11
12
11
12
12

inside
on request
B6 781 2370
B6 781 2376
B6 766 0046
B6 669 1332
B6 669 1112
B6 669 1333
B6 689 0070
B6 689 0069
B6 782 4229
B6 782 4238
B6 787 5839
on request
on request
B6 642 1663
on request
on request

All Season floor mats*
Back cushion
Cleanbag
Coat hanger
Fixed sunblind (left, rear side, Sedan)
Fixed sunblind (rear window, Sedan)
Fixed sunblind (right, rear side, Sedan)
Illuminated door sill panels (set of 2, front)
Illuminated door sill panels (set of 4)
iPod holder
iPod Interface Kit
Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth telephone module
Multi-purpose rear seat protector*
Seat covers*
Vario bag (Angel & Driver)
Velour floor mats*
Wood /leather steering wheel*
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17
17
19
19
18
18
18
16
16
20
20
19
17
17
17
17
16

* Please see dealer for fitment and colour options

index
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B6 685 0266
B6 676 6200
B6 685 1706
B6 664 8306
B6 668 0257
B6 765 9959
B6 647 2104
B6 787 4011
B6 787 4013
B6 676 6260
B6 765 9957
B6 766 0072
B6 766 0080
B6 766 0070
B6 766 0083
B6 766 0071
B6 664 8220
B6 687 0095
B6 687 0104
B6 687 0103
B6 687 0093
B6 687 0113
B6 787 9410
B6 781 2123
B6 685 1711
B6 685 1703
B6 685 1702
B6 768 0085
B6 768 0084
B6 664 8058

Alustyle basic carrier bars (for Sedan)
Box behind rear seat (for Sedan) Restrictions may apply
Coil locks
(for New Alustyle bicycle rack, 2, simultaneously locking)
Deep trunk tray (for Wagon, without Code U16)
Deep trunk tray (for Sedan, for models without through-loading
facility, Code 287)
Dividers (for Wagon)
*
Drawer below parcel shelf (for Sedan)
Fitness Bike, Comfort (frame height 42)
Fitness Bike, Sport (frame height 48)
Leanbag for trunk
Lower divider (for Wagon)
Luggage net, floor of trunk (for Sedan, for models without
through-loading facility, Code 287)
Luggage net, floor of load compartment (for Wagon)
Luggage net, load sill (for Sedan, models from 06 /2006
not in conjunction with Code 942)
Luggage net, load sill /rear bench seat (for Wagon)
Luggage net, side of trunk (for Sedan, models from 06 /2006
not in conjunction with Code 942)
Luggage-securing feature (for Sedan)
Luggage set (for MB roof box M)
Luggage set (for MB roof box L)
Mercedes-Benz roof box S (titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mercedes-Benz roof box M (titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mountain Bike (frame height 44)
New Alustyle basic carrier bars (for Wagon)
New Alustyle bicycle rack
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
Non-slip mat (for Sedan)
Reversible mat with load sill protection (for Wagon)
Shallow trunk tray (for Wagon, without Code U16)

24
21
28
31
31
31
21
28
28
21
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
25
25
25
25
25
28
24
29
26
27
30
30
31

B6 668 0255
B6 668 0253
B6 766 0022
B6 687 0114
B6 687 0094
B6 687 0105
B6 647 2021
B6 781 2124
B6 765 9956

Shallow trunk tray (for Sedan, for models with throughloading facility, Code 287; with load-securing kit Code 942)
Shallow trunk tray (for Sedan, for models without throughloading facility, Code 287; with load-securing kit, Code 942)
Ski bag for interior
Ski bag (single, for MB roof box M and L)
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box M)
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box L)
Tie-down strap
Transport and stowage bag
Upper divider (for Wagon)

31
31
27
27
25
25
30
24
31

amg
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B6 603 1111
B6 603 0082
B6 603 1226
B6 603 1360
B6 603 1369

AMG light-alloy wheels:
18" 5-spoke wheel | Style III (titanium silver)
18" 5-spoke wheel | Style III (sterling silver)
18" twin-spoke wheel | Style IV (sterling silver)
18" multi-spoke wheel | Style V (burnished)
18" 5-spoke wheel | Style VI (two-tone, burnished)
19" 5-spoke wheel | Style III (burnished rim flange)
19" twin-spoke wheel, multi-piece, Style IV (sterling silver)
19" twin-spoke wheel, multi-piece, Style IV (titanium grey)

35
34
35
35
35

upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request

AMG front apron*
AMG rear apron (for Wagon with standard exhaust)*
AMG rear apron (for Sedan with standard exhaust)*
AMG rear silencer (oval, four-pipe, for Wagon)*
AMG rear silencer (oval, four-pipe, for Sedan)*
AMG side skirts*
AMG spoiler lip (for Sedan)*

32
34
34
34
34
34
34

B6 602 1043
B6 603 6148
BQ 668 0580

AMG door sill panels, illuminated (blue, set of 4)
AMG door sill panels, not illuminated (set of 2)
AMG floor mats
(complete set, velour, anthracite)

35
35
35

B6 603 1462
B6 603 1234
B6 603 1300

32
34
35

* See dealer for specific application and colours
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